
• The National Association of Regulatory 
Utility Commissioners (NARUC) is a non-profit 
organization founded in 1889.

• Our Members are the state utility regulatory 
Commissioners in all 50 states & the 
territories. FERC & FCC Commissioners are 
also members. NARUC has Associate 
Members in over 20 other countries.

• NARUC member agencies regulate 
electricity, natural gas, telecommunications, 
and water utilities.

ABOUT NARUC
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THE NARUC CENTER FOR 
PARTNERSHIPS & INNOVATION

• NARUC staff dedicated to providing technical 
assistance to members.

• CPI identifies emerging challenges and connects 
state commissions with expertise and strategies 
to inform their decision making.

• CPI builds relationships, develops resources, and 
delivers trainings.

• All CPI support is federally funded via cooperative 
agreements with DOE and NIST.
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Newly updated CPI fact sheet with recent 
publications, upcoming events, new 

member working groups located under 
Quick Links at: www.naruc.org/cpi

Background & Focus



MODERATOR
CHAIR CARRIE ZALEWSKI, ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

Speakers:
KIRAN KUMARASWAMY, BRIGHTNIGHT

JEREMY TWITCHELL, PNNL

GABE MURTAUGH, CALIFORNIA ISO
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CTO, BrightNight



BrightNight – A Renewable Power Solutions Company

BrightNight is a founder-

owned renewable 

independent power producer 

(IPP) focused on providing its 

customers and partners with 

differentiated solutions with a 

focus on safety, value, 

reliability and best-in-class 

execution

21 GW
project 
portfolio

U.S.

APAC
2 GW
project 
portfolio

Well-capitalized

World-c

Differentiated customer solutions for renewable

power
Operat ing unde r a n in t eg r a t ed dev e lopm en t & IPP model

Integrated solar & Hybrid

projects Dispatchable 

storage (Complementary

Resources) Solutions

with experienced partners

lass team

Led by Martin Hermann

Renewable Dispatchable 

Capacity
Meeting today’s power demand 

and sustainability goals

PowerAlpha
Our proprietary software provides a 
tailored analysis for customers to 

uncover the highest value project and 
to optimize asset management

Single Point of Contact
Leading you through project design, 
contracting, development, operation, 
maintenance, and lifelong optimization

Customer-centric
We learn about your goals and 

challenges to design a renewable 
solution not just a project
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Both on generation and transmission we have the same problem to solve – low 
utilization, high capital cost assets that can be recovered only on capacity basis

Source: Wartsila, S&P

Storage as Peaking Capacity

Battery energy storage as a much better alternative to 
traditional gas-fired peaking plants – solves capacity issue in 

gen side more effectively.

Source: Fluence

Storage as Transmission Enhancement

Suboptimal utilization of high capital cost transmission cost 
can be remedied by use of battery energy storage. Helps 

“right size” transmission and utilize more effectively.

Trivia # 1– How do we measure utilization on gen side?
Hint – CF (Capacity F )

Trivia # 2 – How do we measure utilization on transmission side?
Hint – ???? (AC system, “Oh, its complicated”)
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Case Studies



• Size:1x250MW / 1Hr

• COD: Q2 2025

Global Case Study #1: Germany’s GridBooster program leads the way
Redispatch costs in Germany can be reduced by about 60% with 4GW of SATA capacity

Reactive system operation and the role of batteries 

Source: Consentec, Fluence

• North-South transmission congestion in Germany causes 
curtailment of renewables in the North and re-dispatch of 
expensive generation near the load centers in the South.

• In 2021, total redispatch costs in Germany amounted to about 

EUR2.3bn with 5.8TWh of renewables curtailed.

How GridBooster helps?

• Reactive System Operation – Utilizing storage to improve the 
utilization of North-South transmission corridors during normal 
operation while still meeting (n-1) system security criterion for 
contingencies

Size:2 x100MW / 1Hr

COD: Q3 2025

Key Benefits

• Increasing infrastructure utilization while ensuring reliable 
operation

• Fast response and ability to inject or absorb load from the grid 
instantaneously

• Deployment within short time frames close to existing 
transmission substations with manageable footprint

• Substantial reduction of congestion management costs
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Global Case Study #2: In New York, SATA deployment at 3 locations has enabled more than $150M savings
compared with best alternative wires solution

At the Shore Rd 345kV substation, SATA enabled 
congestion reduction and increased transmission 
capacity while keeping cable loading under applicable 
ratings

At the Edic 345kV substation, as an automatic voltage
regulation equipment (AVCE) to maintain a consistent
Central East interface transfer capability.

• ~300MW curtailment avoided

At the Mott Haven 345 kV substation, SATA is deployed to 
improve New York City Zone J system reliability and reduce 
reserve capacity requirement

• Improvement in Transmission Security Limit (TSL) of
329.5MW and thus reduce Local Capacity Requirement 
(LCR)

Key Benefits of New York SATA deployments:

• Cost-effective compared to convention wire solutions

• Shorter development, permitting and construction timeline

• Capacity can be added incrementally with demand growth

1

2

3
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Location Battery Size

Estimated

SATA

Cost [$M]

Estimated

Wire

Solution Cost

[$M]

Local

Area

Annual

Cost

Saving [

$M]

NYCA-wide

Congestion

Annual Cost

Saving [$M]

1 200MW/200MWh 120 700 9.9* 13.1

2
50MW/50MWh + 1,500MVar

reactive power capacity

250 615 51.0** 55.0

3 200MW/200MWh 120 533 30.4*** 17.8* Congestion cost saving for Zone K
** Congestion cost saving for central east interface
*** Zone J LCR saving and congestion cost saving

Source: Storage as Transmission Asset Market Study – Quanta Technology, NY BEST

Transfer limit ( MW) Summer ( MW) Winter ( MW)

Zone I& J toZoneK 965 1077

Zone I& J to ZoneKw/ 200MWstorage at Shore Rd 1167 1280
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Kiran Kumaraswamy

Chief Technology Officer, BrightNight

Kiran.kumaraswamy@brightnightpower.com
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Energy Storage as a 
Transmission and 
Dual-Use Asset

Jeremy Twitchell

May 1, 2023

NARUC Innovation Webinar: Storage as a Transmission 

Asset
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Storage as Transmission – Policy Background

Energy Policy Act of 2005

Defines energy storage as an “advanced transmission technology,” which “increases the capacity, 

efficiency, or reliability of an existing or new transmission facility”

FERC Order 1000 (2011)

Requires coordinated, regional 

transmission planning

Non-transmission alternatives 

must be considered

FERC Order 890 (2007)

Transmission owners must 

conduct transparent transmission 

planning processes

FERC

FERC Order 784 (2013)

Created Account 351: Energy 

Storage Equipment—

Transmission 
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Key Principle: Thermal Limits

Because the metals used in transmission lines are not perfect conductors, they heat up as 

electrical current moves through them

This is what causes line losses

As lines heat up, they expand and begin to sag

Because of this phenomenon, the operational limits of transmission lines are set as a function of heat 

Energy storage is a potential alternative for alleviating thermal overloading on transmission lines

By siting storage or generation resources within load centers, less energy needs to be delivered over 

the transmission system during peak periods when the system is constrained

Storage can also be used to protect and support transmission infrastructure by maintaining voltage, 

managing power flows, and absorbing excess power

Where feasible, this approach can extend the life of existing assets and defer or displace the need for 

new transmission infrastructure

Storage may be deployed as a regulated transmission asset or in place of transmission as a 

competitive generation asset



Storage as Transmission: MISO

The 2019 MISO Transmission Expansion Plan 

(MTEP) selected energy storage as a transmission 

asset

Storage as Transmission: Waupaca, WI

Under certain N-1 contingency scenarios (line 

outages), the Waupaca area would be cut off

At $12.2 million over 40 years, a 2.5 MW/5 MWh 

energy storage system, coupled with line 

sectionalizing, was selected over a $13.1 million 

project to install an additional circuit

As a transmission asset, the storage system’s costs 

will be recovered through MISO’s FERC-approved 

transmission system rates, and it will not participate 

in energy markets

MTEP 2019



Storage in Place of 
Transmission: 
Oakland Clean Energy Initiative

The Jack London Power Plant was a 165 MW, jet fuel-powered 

combustion turbine

Identified for retirement in 2017, but local transmission 

system would exceed thermal limits under N-1 scenarios 

without it

Alternatives: transmission system upgrades, new local 

generation (up to 45 MW), energy storage
CAISO identified a joint proposal from transmission system 

owner Pacific Gas & Electric and local community choice 

aggregator East Bay Community Energy to procure energy 

storage and distributed generation as the least-cost option

PG&E will procure 43.25 MW/173 MWH utility scale storage; 

EBCE will work with customers to deploy DG and storage

$102 million project; next-best alternative was $367 million

None of this storage would be a regulated transmission asset; 

all dispatch and recovery would happen through energy 

markets and utility programs (net metering and other 

incentives)
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FERC Policy Statement on Dual-Use Storage (2017)

Policy Statement: Once deployed as a transmission 

asset, energy storage may also provide market services 

and generate offsetting revenue that can be shared with 

customers to reduce system costs.

A policy statement is a nonbinding document

The California Independent System Operator 

(CAISO) and Midcontinent Independent System 

Operator (MISO) are the only entities to voluntarily 

respond to the policy statement, though neither has 

yet identified a solution

Year

Transmission 

Revenue 

Requirement

Market 

Revenue 

Credit

Net Transmission 

Revenue 

Requirement

1 ($1,250,000) $50,000 ($1,200,000)

2 ($1,225,000) $50,000 ($1,175,000)

3 ($1,200,000) $50,000 ($1,150,000)

…

38 ($325,000) $50,000 ($275,000)

39 ($300,000) $50,000 ($250,000)

40 ($275,000) $50,000 ($225,000)

Total ($30,500,000) $2,000,00
0

($28,500,000)

Net 

Presen

t Value

$10,000,000 $9,511,047

Generic Example of Revenue 

Sharing Impacts

https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/E-2_34.pdf
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Key Principle: Transmission Utilization

Key principle: Even on fully contracted, heavily utilized transmission lines, there is unused 

capacity most of the time.  

WECC, 2018 State of the Interconnection, https://www.wecc.org/epubs/StateOfTheInterconnection. 

These numbers mean that regionwide, 

for 93.8 percent of the time in 2018, 

less than 75 percent of the average 

transmission line’s firm capacity was 

being used.

Conversely, the average line exceeded 

90 percent of its rated capacity just 1.3 

percent of the time.

Implication: If deployed as 

transmission, energy storage would 

likely have significant opportunities to 

provide other grid services outside of 

peak periods.  

https://www.wecc.org/epubs/StateOfTheInterconnection
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Facilitating Storage’s Inclusion in the Transmission Planning Processes  

Identifying cost-effective opportunities to use energy storage as a transmission asset 
consists of two principles:

Establish clear, transparent processes for the proposal and study of energy storage

CAISO: Preferred resources policy creates an informal expectation for planning staff to proactively 
identify storage alternatives and consider stakeholder proposals 

MISO: Transmission planning rules describe a clear, formal structure for analyzing storage alternatives

Prepare a reasonable forecast of future market revenues to quantify the true cost of the 
asset to transmission customers

Over time, market revenue sharing reduces the cost of the asset to customers; forecasting and 
accounting for those revenues on an upfront basis ensures that the true cost of the asset is reflected in 
the decision and increases the accuracy of planning outcomes

State regulators can be influential stakeholders in transmission planning processes

While state regulators do not oversee transmission planning in the same manner as other grid 
functions, they can encourage analysis of transmission alternatives
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Market Barriers to Dual-Use Storage

To overcome the barriers between regulated transmission operations and competitive 
market operations, a dual-use participation process must answer three basic questions:

When will the asset participate in the market?

Objective: Allow asset owner to make informed bids into day-ahead markets

How will the asset participate in the market?

Objective: Allow for instant, no-fault dispatch and redispatch of dual-use assets

Where will the asset recover its costs?

Objective: Create appropriate signals for market participation that balance competing objectives of 
transmission and market uses



Thank you
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Jeremy Twitchell

jeremy.twitchell@pnnl.gov

971-940-7104

PNNL Report (participation framework): 

https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/1846604

ANL Report (techno-economic analysis): 

https://publications.anl.gov/anlpubs/2022/09/

177099.pdf

mailto:jeremy.twitchell@pnnl.gov
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/1846604
https://publications.anl.gov/anlpubs/2022/09/177099.pdf
https://publications.anl.gov/anlpubs/2022/09/177099.pdf
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Reminders

• This call is being recorded for informational and convenience 

purposes only. Any related transcriptions should not be 

reprinted without ISO permission.

• If you need technical assistance during the meeting, please 

send a chat to the event producer.

For Questions:

• Please raise your hand using the “raise hand” 

feature in Zoom, or submit your question through the 

chat. 

• Please state your name and organization when 

asking your question.
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Storage is critical to evolving to a carbon free grid

Page 24

• Plans for carbon free energy generation come from 

renewable resources

– In California, solar will be a predominant energy source

– Storage can help store energy from times when it is produced (sun 

is shining or wind is blowing) to times when the energy is 

consumed

• Storage is critical for 100% greenhouse gas neutral grid

– Storage models have evolved considerably in the last 4 years

– Storage can also play a role in avoiding new buildout of 

transmission assets



California expects a very large buildout of storage to meet net-zero GHG

emissions target for the state

 -

 10,000
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Storage Capacity (MW)



Storage resources have already provided value for alternatives to wire 

solutions in local areas

Page 26

• California already has 2 projects that were developed in local 

areas to avoid transmission projects 
– Load growth and electrification drive need for more electric service

– In local areas batteries can utilize existing transmission infrastructure earlier in 

the day to charge, when lines are not congested

• There is a significant value proposition for storage resource 

participation in the energy markets, as well as providing 

‘transmission alternatives’
– Cost allocation will continue to 

be an area for discussion



One webinar most months                                                                       

All NARUC members and stakeholders are invited

Topic TBA

May 18, 2023 | 3:00 – 4:00 PM EST

Incorporating AI into Resilience-Informed Utility System Planning

June 20, 2023 | 3:00 – 4:00 PM EST

NARUC Innovation Webinar Series
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More webinar information will be added soon!

https://www.naruc.org/cpi-1/innovation-webinars/

NARUC thanks the U.S. Department of Energy for its support of this series.

https://www.naruc.org/cpi-1/innovation-webinars/
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